
Router Boss Accessory Package 
 

The Router Boss “Accessory Package” includes the following items in addition 
to the Mortise Table (MT) and two L Clamps and the associated hardware 
required to mount the Mortise Table either horizontally for cutting mortises & 
grooves or, alternatively, vertical for cutting mitres & joinery: 
 
1.       A Riser Plate with Fence Kit with Single Feather Board 12-260, also 
known as Router Table kit, for profiling and doing joinery such as cutting rails and 
stiles for doors.  It raises the router by ¾” and increases the depth of cut to 2” 
(rather than 1.25”) when the cutter is in the dust chute.  It also includes 2 MDF 
fences which can be closed up to the router cutter to provide “zero clearance” as 
you might on a router table. 
 
2.       A Pair of Feather Boards 12-255 for supporting the wood under the base 
plate during profiling operations.  In addition the Riser Plate with Fence kit 
includes a Single Feather Board to keep work against the fence and a wide bristle 
brush (custom made for us) which can also be used to support wood under the base 
plate such as for dados/crosscuts. 
 
3.       Two Universal Track Clamps (UTC) 32-600 which operate in the t-tracks 
when the mortise table is in vertical mode (plate attached vertically to sliding bar).  
The included aluminium fence that is normally used with the sliding bar cam can 
also be mounted on the t-track table (plate) in vertical mode.  Thus you can use the 
UTC clamps to support a vertical work piece either against the fence (for joinery 
such as a tenon) or against locator pins for mitres set at 15°, 22.5°, 30° and 45° 
(such as a lap miter).  You can also use the UTC clamps standalone to support a 
work piece horizontally for mortising.  To do this you attach the included 12-540 t-
tracks to the sliding bar then operate the UTC clamps up/down in the t-tracks.  You 
can space the 12-540 t-tracks every 8.25” 
 
4.       A Micro-adjustable Precision Stop 12-225 for use in the straight 
aluminium guide rails and a stop rod for insertion into the router guide rail holes.  
We include 2 green plastic stops with the machine for use in either the guide rails 
or in taps located in the base plate in front and behind the acrylic router plate.  But, 
the plastic stops are not micro-adjustable for fine tuning a cut such as a tenon.  You 
could use playing cards or feeler gauges to move the plastic stops from the stop bar 
in fine increments, but a quarter turn of the Precision Stop Head is ¼ mm or 1/100” 
which makes it very easy for precise work.  You can use one precision stop with a 
green plastic stop for front/back tenon cheek cuts or use two precision stops. 


